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Hot woman go and come back in denim 
i could see that she was west end vemon 
kind of girl that is chased by desire 
only person that could get me higher 
blood flowing like a tap left running 
little smile i could see she's cunning 
white knight oscillating primal 
i was booked on a trip so final 

and it sounds so funny but i spend my money 
obn a journey that you can depend on 
but i know i'd look back and only feel messed 
up again. 
(and i was saying) 

mayday 
she gonna tear it all apart 
this girl has got a mousetrap heart 
(i'll say it again) 
mayday 
what a pretty way to start 
this girl has got a mousetrapp heart... 

hot woman say 'do you wanna drive, do you?' 
russian eyes - i could taste that voodoo 
and we were slippin' into farenheit burning 
hell city but my earth still turning 
had a moment i could see six flowers 
hallucinating in the jet plane hours 
two lips like rhythiming couplets 
dropped a line - caught a fishnet 

and it sounds so funny but i spend my money 
on a journey that you can depend on 
and with the gin in my eyes, 
i could hear the sweet cries 
from a temple in the baha'i sun 
with the 20-20 vision of hindsight 
i know i'd look back and only feel messed 
up again 
but she took my moment and owned it 
(and i was saying) 
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mayday 
she gonna tear it all apart 
this girl has got a mousetrap heart 
(i'll say it again) 
mayday 
what a pretty way to start 
this girl has got a mousetrap heart... 

i know what you're about 
you've always had it all 
without a shadow of a doubt 
just say the word and make me fall 
i see this playing out 
so let's just move things forward 
where you take my car,and my money... 
(can't believe you think that's funny) 
sharp shoes damn verging on lethal 
kepp em' on babe, we don't need people singin: 

mayday 
she gonna tear it all apart 
this girl has got a mousetrap heart 
(i'll say it again) 
mayday 
what a pretty way to start 
this girl has got a mousetrap heart...
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